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SUMMARY

This paper reviews the nuclear regulatory process in Canada in the

I following context. First, the pertinent factors in the present

political and economic environment are identified, including both

I domestic and international matters. Second, the basis for current

Atomic Energy Control Board operations is considered, with

I reference to both the Atomic Energy Control Act (1946) and the

proposed Nuclear Control and Administration Act (Bill C-14, 1977).

I Some specific areas of the regulatory process are discussed in

detail to show where ambiguity or uncertainty may arise: these

areas are uranium exploration and mining, occupational health and

I safety, environmental protection, waste management, heavy water

plants and transportation.

I
Precis

I Ce document analyse le sujet de reglementation de I1Industrie

nudeaire au point de vue de plusieurs facteurs. Premierement, on

a identifie les aspects, a la fois domestiques et intemationaux,

| qui sont pertinents dans 1'environnement politique et economique

qui existe actuellement. Deuxiemement, on esquisse la base sur

I laquelle fonctionne la Commission de controle de l'energie atomique

se rapportant a la Loi sur le Controle de l'energie atomique (1946)

I et au rapport de Loi sur le Controle et 1'administration nudeaire

(Bill C-14, 1977). De plus, le document detaille quelques secteurs

I reglementaires ou existe la possibility d'ambiguite et de

confusion. Ce sont lets secteurs de 1'exploration et de

- 1'exploitation d'uranium, de 1'hygiene et la securite au travail,

I de la protection de l'environnement, de la gestion des dechets

radioactlfs, de l'eau lourde et du transport.

I
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1. INTRODUCTION

I
I
I

In recent years there have been a number of highly visible

I discussions and debates on aspects of the regulation of the nuclear

fuel cycle. These have arisen in Royal Commissions, in Legislature

I Select Committees, and in other prominent fora, and a common factor

" has been the questioning of the thoroughness of and responsibility

for regulatory control, usually with emphasis on occupational

health and safety. Questions have included the following: Is

regulation sufficiently intense? Could it be improved by change of

statutory responsibility? Is the legislation clear, or is it

confusing, to those being regulated? How much federal involvement

should there be?

' With a profusion of statements on the situation, stemming from a

variety of viewpoints in governments, in industry, and in labour,

it is not surprising that misunderstandings occasionally arise.

This present paper Identifies current regulatory responsibilities

in the nuclear field. It discusses subject areas of apparently

unclear responsibilities that are used, rightly or wrongly, as

evidence that the existing regulatory situation is unsatisfactory,

confusing or ambiguous. It is written from the federal viewpoint,

as will quickly become clear.

I 2. THE EXISTING POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

I Before describing the Canadian regulatory process as it functions

today, it is important to recognize the factors that bear on

I various'operations. The following factors have been identified as

playing a role in recent years:

I
(a) the existence of an active nuclear power industry in Canada;

(b) widespread interest in uranium occurrences in all provinces

(except Prince Edward Island) and the Territories; several
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provinces are now known to possess uranium resources; foreign

involvement in this exploration is significant, and includes

large financial investments;

| (c) public activities of several investigative groups - Royal

Commission on Electric Power Planning in Ontario; Royal

I Commission of Inquiry into Uranium Mining in British Columbia;

Ontario's Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Affairs; New

I Brunswick Legislative Committee on Energy; and a few years

earlier, the Cluff Lake Board of Inquiry in Saskatchewan and

I the Royal Commission on the Health and Safety of Workers in

Mines in Ontario; and finally, the Nova Scotia Select

Committee on Uranium fining that is just getting underway;

I (d) radioactivity clean-up requirements and programs continue in

several locations in Canada, usually much in the public eye

I and calling for appropriate but often difficult

federal-provincial working arrangements and sorting out of

t respective responsibilities;

(e) demand for access to information and increased public

I awareness of the decision-making process;

(f) media generally taking widespread interest in events,

including those of minor or of historical interest only, or

I with emotional impact;

(g) mixed reactions to the proposed (1977) Nuclear Control and

Administration Act ( henceforth "NCA Act"); consolidated

position of provinces on management of natural resources;

| support for the NCA Act from other sources including activist

groups, at least partly because of proposals for public

1 hearings and for changes in information release, and also

because of the indicated separation of regulatory from

. promotional and commercial activities;

I ( h) criticism of the Atomic Energy Control Act (henceforth "AEC

Act") itself; however, major revision having been sought

I unsuccessfully, the matter simply reverts to the status quo of

the AEC Act, with amendments and new regulations as needed;

1 (i) intergovernmental debates on the possible reassignment of

responsibilities for a number of items including uranium
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mining and milling, and electric power generation including

nuclear reactors;

(j) the aftermath of the Three Mile Island accident, with numerous

I misstatements and. misunderstandings; nevertheless, this

revealed the need for greater care to be taken in the

I licensing and safety assessment of nuclear power plants;

(k) the susceptibility of the domestic nuclear industry to

1 stimulation or hindrance by a number of additional economic

* factors, among which are under-utilization, competition with

I foreign technology, ensuring adequate supplies of Canadian

uranium for domestic requirements, safeguards requirements,

and the potential for the sale of electricity to the United

I States;
(1) initiatives of the federal government in the area of

I regulatory reform, following publication of the report of the

Parliamentary Task Force on Regulatory Reform.

These various factors, some of them directly and technically

related to the Canadian nuclear program, some of them resulting

from domestic pressures outside of the industry, and some of them

external, affect the degree and nature of regulation.

3. THE REASONS FOR UNIFIED FEDERAL REGULATION

Regulation of the nuclear industry is federal and unified for a

number of reasons, some of which have existed since the

promulgation of the AEC Act in 1946. There are also some more

modern reasons for maintaining federal responsibilities. These

reasons may be summarized as follows:

I (a) despite the fact that the genesis of the Atomic Energy Control

Board dates back to 1946 when the development of the atomic

I bomb and hence security were paramount concerns, it can just

as well be argued that current national and international

I
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( circumstances, including conditions of terrorism, require

continued federal control;

(b) there is a need for a central contact for dealings with

I nuclear regulatory agencies of other countries and with

international bodies such as the International Atomic Energy

I Agency;

(c) two Ontario High Court decisions have affirmed the federal

Parliament's exclusive authority to legislate in relation to

nuclear energy;

|

(d) given that nuclear power has a role to play in Canada's energy

supply strategy, effective regulation is essential to preserve

this energy source as a viable option. The present limited

I supply of qualified and experienced personnel could make it

difficult to maintain the current degree of effectiveness,

I were regulatory responsibilities to be fragmented and

duplicated amongst provinces. It is also possible that

I inconsistent standards would result from provincial primacy in

regulation, and with diminished effectiveness this would

( adversely affect public opinion on the acceptability of

nuclear power. There is certainly the factor of the cost

effectiveness of a single Canadian regulatory body to be

j considered as well;

(e) over the past five years several Royal Commissions in several

: provinces, the Law Reform Commission of Canada, and other

bodies have called for strengthening federal control (although

I recognizing that federal/provincial interfaces may be awkward

and that some "delegation" or allocation of powers may be

j desirable). The proposed NCA Act attempted to express this

' approach, proposing a stronger regulatory agency but providing

for the establishment of administrative agreements with

provincial governments;

(f) there appears to be a widespread consensus that the federal

government has a prime role to play in both high and low level

radioactive waste management. This role carries with it a

concomitant responsibility to ensure that a separate federal

1
I
I
1
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I
_ agency provide the strong and effective regulation that Is so

necessary.

4. THE CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SITUATION

Federal jurisdiction over uranium and nuclear energy Is based on

two sections of the British North America Act* - the "peace, order

and good government" power of Section 91, and the declaratory power

under Section 92(10)(c).

In the AEC Act of 1946, the federal government named a separate

Board for regulatory matters rather than giving the

responsibilities to a department or other agency. The Act gives

broad "umbrella" powers of regulation to the Atomic Energy Control

Board (henceforth "AECB") without any specific definition of their

application to the various activities subject to this Act. The

regulatory practices of the AECB have evolved in parallel with the

development of the nuclear industry in Canada and have been shaped

by the nature of the individual situations encountered and the

arrangements worked out with the federal and provincial

organizations and agencies involved. The jurisdiction of the AECB

is defined by the AEC Act; the exercise of that jurisdiction by the

AECB, as expressed in regulations and licensing action, has come in

large measure by a series of precedents established as the nuclear

program evolved. However, the areas of jurisdiction occupied by

the AECB in terms of current practice are significantly less than

the potential jurisdictional field set by the AEC Act. It would be

Now The Constitution Act, 1867-1975
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possible, given the strength and breadth of this Act, for the AECB

to make additional regulations that would explicitly cover, for

example, conventional occupational health and safety in addition to

the now-specified radiological health and safety.

In response to problems raised by the need for radioactivity

clean-up at Port Hope and a number of other sites that came to

light, the AECB in early 1976 began to consider the desirability of

revised and updated legislation. Following interdepartmental

discussions, the Privy Council Office set up an Ad Hoc Task Force

on Revision of the Atomic Energy Control Act in July 1976. From

this came the formulation of drafting instructions on which the

proposed NCA Act was based. This bill provided a general statement

of the federal role and of the AECB's responsibilities, and in so

doing it necessitated detailed discussions between certain federal

departments and the AECB on the definition of their respective

roles. In particular, it was important to identify those areas

where mandates or actions of other federal departments (in the

obvious fields of health, labour and environment, for instance)

presented real or potential overlaps with the mandate of the AECB

under the proposed NCA Act.

The proposed NCA Act aimed at a clear separation and distinction

between the regulatory powers of the AECB on the one hand, and the

promotional and commercial interests of the Department of Energy,

Mines and Resources on the other, and this separation was attempted

by dividing the Bill into Part I (health, safety, security and

environment) and Part II (commercial and promotional aspects). It

was furthermore proposed in the tabling speech that a different

minister should be responsible for each of these two Parts of the

Bill. A third Part covered penalties and consequential amendments

comnon to Parts I and II. The NCA Act would have permitted the

AECB, at its discretion, to hold public hearings on any subject in

its domain; however, hearings would have been mandatory for the
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construction licence stage of major facilities. The AECB would

also have become • source of public information on matters within

its jurisdiction.

The proposed NCA Act died on the order paper in the spring of 1978

when Parliament was prorogued, and the nuclear industry in Canada

continues to be governed by the AEC Act.

5. THE REGULATORY MATRIX

I Figure 1 shows the involvement of the provinces in the nuclear fuel

cycle and the use of prescribed substances. It is clear that no

1 two provinces have exactly the same involvement.

The matrix in which all governments operate with respect to the

total nuclear industry involves the following sectors:

- Uranium/Thorium Exploration

- Uranium/Thorium Mining and Milling

- Uranium/Thorium Refining and Conversion

- Fuel Fabrication

- Heavy Hater Production

- Power Reactors

- Research Reactors

- Accelerators (medical and others)

- Prescribed Substance Applications

- Waste Management

- Exports and Imports

and the following regulatory aspects:

- occupational health and safety

- conventional

- radiological

- public health and safety
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FIGURE 1

Province
Sector

URANIUM
MINE/MILLS

REFINING & FUEL
CONVERSION

FUEL
FABRICATION

HEAVY WATER
PLANTS

POWER
REACTORS

RESEARCH
REACTORS

ACCELERATORS

RADIOISOTOPES

WASTE MANAGE- _
MENT FACILITIES3

NFLD

X

X

PEI

X

NS

X

X

X

X

NB

X

F

X

F

QUE

X

F*

X

X

X

X

X

ONT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

HAN

X

X

X

X

SASK

X

X2

X

X

X

F

ALTA

X3

X

X

X

X

BC

X

X

YUK

X

NWT

X

FIGURE 1 DISTRIBUTION IN PROVINCES AND TERRITORIES OF ASPECTS OF
NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE AND USE OF PRESCRIBED SUBSTANCES. NO TWO
PROVINCES HAVE THE SAME DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT.

X - EXISTING
F - UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Mine/mill tailings management included.

Pilot Plant at Saskatchewan Research Council for studying Cluff
Lake ore treatment.

ESI Resources, Calgary has been recovering uranium from phosphate
rock; operation is currently shut down.

Partially completed plant is "moth-balled".

These are separately licensed major specific facilities.
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- environmental protection

I - emergency planning

I
I

physical security

international safeguards

There is some provincial participation in all of these aspects

I except the last. The degree of participation varies with the

province and the sector, and may be large, or may be limited, or

joint with federal participants. There is, for instance,

I provincial legislation relating to occupational health and safety,

and to environmental protection. Such legislation is not uniformly

I developed In all provinces, and thus the search for consistency

across the country may introduce what appear to others to be

I differences of opinion, and differences in AECB actions in

different provinces.

I
_ In an effort to ensure that both federal and provincial

I requirements are recognized, and to avoid undesirable duplication,

the AECB has evolved a "joint regulatory process" designed to

I provide an opportunity for consideration of provincial and federal

requirements that may become of concern in connection with AECB

I licensing actions. For all applications for licences for nuclear

facilities involving uranium mining and milling, refining, reactor

I fuel fabrication, and the waste management facilities associated

with these, the AECB invites appropriate federal and provincial

- departments, ministries and agencies to meet and discuss

| implications of applications and requirements of the participants.

Thus the regulatory needs of provinces are considered during the

I evaluation of licence applications, and in general they are made

part of the eventual licence conditions unless conflicting with the

I federal requirements.
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Provincial participation may also result from an "arrangement"; one

type of arrangement is that reached by the federal Department of

Labour with Ontario and Saskatchewan, in connection with

application of Part IV of the Canada Labour Code to nuclear

facilities.

A number of specific subject areas will be enlarged upon in the

following section which provides some examples that for one reason

or another appear to introduce ambiguity.

5.1 Uranium Exploration, Mining and Milling

I For a number of years, the AECB issued a "surface exploration

permit" to uranium exploration companies; this was a service to

I Energy, Mines and Resources as a means of collecting information on

' uranium resources and activities. The proposed NCA Act referred to

( "exploration" largely for this reason but it was apparently a major

factor in generating the unanimous reaction of provinces that

federal authority was being unjustifiably extended into the

I provincial domain, and in the development of a united push for

total provincial management of uranium and thorium exploration,

I mining and milling just as for other raw materials. The provinces

argue that "uranium is no different; it should be managed in the

I same way as iron, copper or any other ores".

The arguments that uranium jis. different from other raw materials

include the following:

I (a) oniy uranium can be diverted to the development of nuclear

explosives,

I (b) the health and environmental hazards of uranium and nuclear

activities are unique,

I
I
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(c) uranium is the subject of widespread interlocking measures of

I international control, including several country to country

treaties, and

I (d) the only significant use of uranium is as fuel for nuclear

fission reactors.

I

I
I

Provinces were subsequently clearly advised that "exploration"

would be deleted in any revision of the NCA Act, and they in turn

indicated that the information sought by Energy, Mines and

Resources would be readily available. The AECB in June 1979 ceased

issuing "surface exploration permits" in the sense hitherto

employed. There does, however, remain some leeway in the timing of

the first licensing (or permit) stage of the AECB. Under existing

regulations a permit is required to remove more than a stated

amount of uranium or thorium from the ground, or to develop ore

above a certain grade. The AECB, with its current responsibility

for radiation health and safety, also considers that a permit is

necessary at the first stage at which the health and safety of

people (and the environment) may be endangered by radiation. At

present, these aspects are covered by the issuance of an

"underground exploration permit". Terminology will need careful

definition to establish this stage in clear and unambiguous

fashion, and to avoid apparent duplication of conventional

provincial control of exploration and development.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In most industrial sectors occupational health and safety

I conventionally covers all aspects of the operation. In the nuclear

industry, and in any sector where nuclear materials are made, used,

I or controlled, occupational health and safety (OHS) is a compound

5.2 Occupational Health and Safety

responsibility. It comprises radiological OHS on the one hand, and

what is left as "conventional OHS" on the other.
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Existing AECB health and safety regulations refer only to natters

I involving radiation, and enhanced separation of "conventional" and

"radiation" aspects resulted from the 1978 Justice opinion that,

I because the AECB had not issued regulations to cover the

I

I
I
I

conventional OHS field, Part IV of the Canada Labour Code covering

conventional but not radiological health and safety applies to

"nuclear facilities" as defined in the AEC Regulations under the

AEC Act. The AECB could have issued regulations to cover

conventional OHS but has never done so.

I
For compliance inspection purposes, particularly but not only in

I uranium mines and mills, the AECB issues inspector certificates to

nominated provincial officers who then carry out inspections of

I licencees according to the AECB regulations. Labour Canada's

- arrangements for inspection follow the referencing of Ontario and

Saskatchewan mining regulations, leaving the bulk of actual

; inspection services to provincial officers and allowing for the

reimbursement of the two provinces for their effort in enforcing

; these regulations. At the present time, provinces are not

compensated for inspection duties carried out under the AEC Act in

' the radiological OHS field.

- It should be added that with respect to uranium mines and mills the

United Steel Workers of America draw attention to "jurisdictional

] confusion", and on occasion have given strong support to the

concept of a single overall authority, whether federal or

I provincial, for all aspects of occupational health and safety. The

Union is consistent in calling for unified authority. The fact is,

I of course, that there is no "jurisdictional uncertainty" as far as

the federal position is concerned. Furthermore, "gray areas" can

be defined in each case, and responsibility clearly assigned by

cooperative effort. However, no doubt the number of players

involved and the rather delicate interface between two levels of

government outwardly suggests confusion or uncertainty.
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The AECB has been able to establish working arrangements with

provinces, particularly of course Ontario and Saskatchewan,

concerning the application of both federal and provincial

regulations in the radiological health and safety and environment

areas to uranium mines, mills and waste management sites. Clear

recognition of the various regulatory requirements is provided by

this joint coordinating process, which appears to be accepted as

meeting today's needs.

It is not so much that the situation is truly ambiguous as that

there is room for those with different perspectives or different

purposes to see, or even create, ambiguity and confusion.

Finally, the AECB objects to proposals Chat would split the

. responsibility for radiological occupational health and safety

. between two or more authorities. Provinces differ in the extent of

their expertise in radiological matters, and some provinces have

I clearly asked the AECB not to vacate the area at this time.

Furthermore, in discussions with provinces there does not appear to

| be agreement on the desirability of maintaining consistent

radiation exposure standards across the country; this is definitely

a goal of the AECB.

In the present situation, workers in all parts of the nuclear

industry, including the medical, research and industrial uses of

radioisotopes, are protected to an equal degree against radiation

exposures, according to the Schedules appended to the AEC

Regulations. Exposure dose limits for the general public are also

provided. All Canadians, in effect, are given protection under one

Act and with one authority responsible for exerting the control -

and being held accountable.
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This single authority position assures consistency across the

I country for all Canadians. It represents the best source of

expertise; some provinces by their own admission have little

I experience in radiological health and safety natters at this time

(the sooner all reach the same level, the better, but it will take

( time). Zt represents the combined opinion of provincial health

officials (through the now defunct Dominion Council of Health but

still unquestioned by the Conference of Deputy Ministers of

I Health). It also permits a continued and centralized contact with

international agencies, such as the International Commission on

I Radiological Protection, whose advice is part of the basis on which

standards are set.

5.3 Environment

The matter of environmental protection in nuclear regulation also

presents significant potential for ambiguity. Nuclear facilities

are within federal regulatory jurisdiction, the Atomic Energy

Control Act providing the only legislative framework; the

environment to be protected, however, is clearly an area of

primarily provincial concern (though federal concern can never be

eliminated, particularly for facilities at or near a provincial or

international boundary). At both federal and provincial levels,

there exist government bodies with the responsibility and the

expertise for environmental protection, and the AECB has neither

the justification nor the desire to duplicate what already exists.

At the federal level the AECB counts on Environment Canada for

I expertise, and recognizes the value and role of the Environmental

Assessment and Review Process. There is more potential for

I difficulty to arise between federal and provincial bodies;

"difficulty" may include confusion, misunderstanding, duplication,

competition, and even omission. The joint regulatory process

already referred to is designed to overcome such "difficulties".
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5.4 Radioactive Waste Management

I
The subject of radioactive waste management is prominent among

I those discussed in public fora today. Radioactive wastes of one

type or another are produced in all provinces and territories.

( They range in bulk from the mine and mill tailings following

uranium extraction, produced at a rate of thousands of tonnes per

• day, to the residues from various uses of radioisotopes, measured

I in grams. They range in level of radioactivity from, for instance,

the same mine and mill tailings at the low end of the activity

I spectrum to spent fuel from nuclear reactors, at the high end.

They also range, in terms of the time during which they may be a

I source of objectionable or hazardous radiation, from short-lived

radioisotopes whose dangers disappear relatively quickly, in a few

I tens of years, to the long-lived radioisotopes that will remain

hazardous for thousands of years.

I
With this mix of criteria, and the variation across Canada in the

I use and production of radioactive substances, it is not surprising

to find an equal mix of opinions as to what to do in the way of

I managing, storing or disposing of the wastes. The major problems

facing Canadians, and indeed the rest of the world, include: (1)

I producing the assurance for the public in the short term that

• long-term disposal proposals will be safe; (2) deciding whether low

level and high level wastes should be treated by the same general

principles, and if so deciding how to handle the tremendous tonnage

of uranium mine/mill tailings that is being produced; and (3)

I deciding on location of waste management sites - in each province?

- and overcoming the now well-established tendency for

I municipalities and even provinces to say in effect, "yes, store it

( or dispose of it, or whatever) but take it away from here". The

I "put-it-somewhere-else" syndrome has clearly led to a national

I

impasse.

I
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I
Radioactive waste management facilities are licensed by the AECB

I either separately, as for nuclear reactor spent fuel at operating

generating stations, or as part of a mine-mill complex, as for

I uranium mill tailings. Issuance of a licence follows approval of

plans which must take into account future needs including the

( abandonment or decommissioning stage. Such facilities are subject

to AECB compliance inspection requirements. In view of the

. differing interests and stages of development in the provinces,

I there are clear advantages to continued federal responsibility,

under a single set of control criteria and management philosophies.

All the above concerns radioactive wastes from sources obviously

related to the nuclear industry and the use of prescribed

substances. It must be recognized that radioactive materials and

contamination are quite possible from non-nuclear operations.

Jurisdictional responsibility for these is not always clearly

defined but such wastes should be managed under similar health and

safety criteria.

I 5.5 Heavy Water Plants

1 'Heavy water plants are considered part of the nuclear fuel cycle.

' The AECB was involved in the original Glace Bay plant in Nova

I Scotia, and the involvement with heavy water has continued and in

fact increased with the construction of additional plants. This

stems from the fact that deuterium is a "prescribed substance".

I These plants present no radiological hazard and are not

substantially different from other hazardous chemical processes,

I which has 'led on occasion to questioning by some provinces of the

AECB's involvement in other than safeguards and security of the

I product. In Ontario, Bruce heavy water production facilities are

' located within the exclusion zone of Bruce nuclear reactors, a fact

that would introduce some problems if federal responsibility for

heavy water were ceded to the provinces.
!
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At the present time the question of this responsibility Is not

active.

5.6 Transportation of Radioactive Materials

Federal jurisdiction over transport of nuclear materials is

divided. Transport Canada now administers the Transportation of

Dangerous Goods Act and the AECB and Transport Canada have agreed

how to divide responsibility for the aspects of packaging,

shipping, physical security, accidents and transportation

standards. For road transport, one of the chief means of transport

for radioactive material in Canada, responsibility for safety in

transit has been especially ambiguous, since provinces have exerted

authority over road transport in general but not over transport of

radioactive materials. Provinces will be preparing their own

regulations, based on or actually calling up the TDG Regulations,

and if this were to be done in a uniform fashion the ambiguity

would largely disappear.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The interrelationships among health, safety, and security; national

and international aspects; radiological and non-radiological

aspects; and occupational, public, and environmental protection

aspects, present a complicated array of overlapping subject areas.

The AECB has been actively seeking to clarify these. Improved

working arrangements have been achieved with the federal

departments of National Health and Welfare, Environment, Labour,

Energy, Mines and Resources, and Transport. With the first two

departments, these arrangements formally recognize respective

responsibilities, and the AECB's current practice of taking into

account the standards set by those departments.
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The joint regulatory process established by the AECB with federal

and provincial agencies and departments concerned with health,

safety and environmental aspects of the nuclear industry has proven

to be effective in meeting regulatory requirements.

With the continued application of the AEC Act, a number of

I improvements in regulations have been undertaken. The following

subjects have been identified for this work, and several documents

• have already been produced for public comment, covering: physical

• security; administrative aspects including licence review,

( revocation, etc., and inspection powers; radiation protection

regulations; radiography regulations; transport packaging

regulations; mining regulations; and rules of procedure.

I
I
I

Thus, although all the ambiguities in nuclear regulation may not

I yet have been eliminated, the major areas of concern have been

recognized and are being dealt with on a continuing basis by the

I single federal agency, the Atomic Energy Control Board.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J


